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Tribit Starlet01 Kids KH01 Wired Headphones (green)
Tribit wired headphones are designed with younger users in mind. They feature an ergonomic design and offer protection against hearing
damage. What's more, they feature wide compatibility,  and the remote control  integrated into the cable will  allow you to manage the
operation  of  the  KH01.  In  addition,  you  can  connect  2  pairs  of  headphones  to  one  device.  They  also  feature  a  built-in  microphone,
allowing you to make phone calls. 
 
High quality sound
The headphones are equipped with 40mm neodymium drivers, which translates into impressive sound quality. As a result, they provide
excellent treble and deep bass, highlighting the best in your favorite songs. 
 
Hearing protection
For the sake of your child's health and safety, the headphones are equipped with a hearing protection feature. There is a special switch
on  the  remote  control  integrated  into  the  cable,  with  which  you  can  adjust  the  volume.  The  85  dB  level  will  work  well  in  normal
conditions, and 94 dB - in places such as a park, bus station, etc., while not causing damage to hearing.
 
Ergonomic design
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The headphones are designed to provide unparalleled comfort. They were created with skin-friendly materials, so you can be sure that it
is completely safe to use them. What's more, the soft earcups are comfortable, and the adjustable headband will allow you to adjust its
length to suit your individual needs. In addition, they feature a foldable design, which will make them easy to transport. 
 
Compatible
With Tribit Starlet01 Kids KH01 you don't have to worry about compatibility issues. The headphones work with your smartphone, XBOX
console, tablet, Nintendo Switch, or tablet. What's more, they are equipped with a 3.5mm port, which allows you to connect 2 pairs of
KH01 together and listen to music from one device. 
 
Manufacturer
Tribit
Model
KH01
Color
green
Impedance
32±15%Ω
Distortion
<4%
Input power
5 mW
Frequency response
20Hz~20KHz
Cable length
150 cm
Transducer diameter
40 mm

Preço:

€ 18.50
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